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CARTA
The Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy 

v0.4 Review Document

CARTA is a visualization software packaged that is being designed to address the needs of the 
ALMA user community.  CARTA is intended to provide alternative functionality to the current CASA 
viewer and is specifically aimed at the use cases that enhance the archive utility. CARTA is funded as 
part of the North American ALMA Science Center’s implementation of the ALMA Development Plan.  
Personnel: The CARTA project is built from the efforts of four developers hosted at the University of 
Alberta, the University of Calgary, and NRAO (Socorro).  The project is coordinated by Erik 
Rosolowsky (Alberta) and Jeff Kern (NRAO Socorro) with internal steering from Gregory Sivakoff 
(Alberta) and Russ Taylor (University of Cape Town).  The arms-length advisory committee consists 
of Adam Leroy (OSU), Alyssa Goodman (Harvard), and Crystal Brogan (NRAO Charlottesville).
Current Status and Priorities: CARTA is BETA software.  We welcome bug reports, feature 
requests, advice, criticisms, and concerns.  If you are interested in exploring CARTA functionality 
yourself, please be aware that it is not in a fully-developed state.  It will evolve into a more useful 
tool, especially if you provide thorough feedback.
The current beta version (v0.4) consists of a cube viewer that presents data as two-dimensional 
image slices corresponding to frequency channels with controls to move between those channels.  
Standard image view tools are already deployed including color maps, histograms, grids, and 
contours.  A scripted client allows Python access to CARTA also introduces a rich set of user 
customizations, allowing the user to save layouts for the application, preferences for individual tools, 
even individual visualization sessions.  
Our immediate priorities are to develop functionality for overlaying multiple images into the same 
image window (for the standard operation of overlaying one image with another) and to extract 
profiles and slices (i.e., spectra and position-velocity slices).  We will also be deploying the web-
version of CARTA as a visualization option in the ALMA archive systems.
Obtaining CARTA: You can obtain CARTA as a binary bundle or access a server running CARTA 
over the web.  CARTA binaries are available at https://goo.gl/3DVRvh for MacOS 10.9/10.10, 
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS, and Centos/RHEL 6.x.  The Mac version downloads as a dmg file, which you can 
drag into the Applications folder.  
The CARTA server is available at http://cartaserver.ddns.net.  Please note that the test server does 
not have a lot of computational power and cannot sustain several simultaneous visualization 
sessions.  If you are experiencing difficulty accessing the test server, it may be due to load.
Side Effects: The CARTA program creates a directory in your home directory ~/CARTA, where it 
places images and information about saved sessions.  A preferences directory is also created in 
~/.cartavis/
Bug Reports: Our project is hosted and managed at https://github.com/Astroua/CARTAvis/ The 
easiest way to report to our developers is to file an issue there.  For higher-level commentary, email 
Erik Rosolowsky at rosolowsky@ualberta.ca.  
The remainder of this document presents offers a brief overview of the GUI client and how to use it. 
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When you open CARTA, you will be presented with the default Analysis View that 
shows several of the standard tools you need to analyze a 2D or 3D image.  

Web browser decoration: this area is a byproduct of how CARTA is built as an 
application (using a web browser GUI template) and will be removed.

This is an 
CasaImageLoader tool 
which shows image data. 

This area becomes an 
animator for a 3D image.

Default color bar 
and color map.

Histogram tool.

Menu bars and quick 
select buttons for tools.  
Note these are context 
sensitive and change 
with selections.

CARTA is built around the idea of a tool canvas where different sections of the canvas host 
different tools, depending on application and user preference.  The layouts can be saved and 
restored, along with tool preferences.  The sections can be resized using sliders on the 
divisions between sections.  Much of this functionality can also be exposed by right/command 

clicking in a section of the 
tool.  This includes adding 
new sections and associated 
tools.  The image below 
shows the CARTA tool 
reconfigured to show two 
different images, removing 
the animator section and 
resizing the boundaries 
between windows.  
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To load an image, click in the empty image region to ensure that the menu displays the correct 
context, then select Data > Open …. From there, navigage through a set of test images (now in the 
~/CARTA/Images/ directory).  There are several types of images.  This document references 
CubesTest/orion_12co_hera.fits  The first plane of the cube should appear along with an animator.  
The Image loader uses click to pan and scroll wheel / middle mouse / trackpad drag to zoom.  
You can reset the pan and zoom to their original state from the menu bar.

Reset pan and zoom here.

Change color map 
here.

Open/close 
data from here

Quick select 
image clips 
here.

Select new planes or play through 
channels here.

Info for pointer position here.
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Controls for the Image Tool (CasaImageLoader) are shown if the Image settings item is 
selected from the menu bar (after clicking in the tool) or right clicking to bring up the context 
menu and selecting Settings.

Toggle to draw / control contour overlays. Each component of the text / overlay is controlled 
in a tab.

Selecting on a color tab brings up a color selection picker for the different 
components of the overlays.
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Contours are controlled by selecting the contour tab in the image settings and defining 
a new Contour Set.  Once a set is created with a name that can be specified, the 
contours appear on the image and a tab appears that allows fine-grain control of the 
contours in the set.  Currently, only linearly spaced contours are fully implemented 
using the data values.  Percentile-based contours will be finished soon.

Contour fine controls

Enter min/max for contours. Adjust number of levels here.

Edit values for contour levels here. Control contour properties on selected contours here.

Shift-drag 
to select 
multiple 

contours.
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Right clicking on the histogram tool or by selecting Histogram settings from the menu bar (after 
clicking in the tool) brings up the settings for the histogram.

Clicking and dragging across a region of the 
histogram will zoom the histogram to that 
region.  Entering text in the Value / Percent 
boxes will also zoom to that value.

Shift-click-dragging will define a region of the 
histogram that is used for the color map.  
Again, entering text in the corresponding 
boxes will also set those bounds for the 
selection. 

Tabs are used 
to enter other 
functionality of 
the settings.

The Display tab controls histogram appearance. The Selection tab controls which sections of the data the 
histogram will display in a 3D image.  Support for regions 
will be implemented later.
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Right clicking on the colormap tool or by selecting Colormap settings from the menu bar (after 
clicking in the tool) brings up the settings for the colormap.

Uncheck synchronize colors to adjust 
components of the colormap separately with 
the RBG sliders.

The Gamma correction is a 2D slider that 
controls the gamma correction.  The Gamma 
value changes in the x-direction with the 
sensitivity of the control changing in the y-
direction.

Different data transforms can be selected.

Bounds for the color table are selected in the 
Histogram tool or by selecting specific preset 
clipping ranges in the Image menu.


